MARTY PHILLIPS:

MARTY,

ME,

the MASTER MUSINGS:

A FRIEND’S TRIBUTE MAHARISHI,
by Afzal Chowdhury

As I am writing this, it’s been close to
a month and a half since Marty
Phillips left us. At a time when
social distancing is the norm, due to
the outbreak of Covid-19, it has not
been possible to come together and
celebrate Marty’s life that so many of
us came to know. Although most of
us (at SPBCC) knew him only as a
chess player, but he was more than
that as he served many roles in his
personal life as a father, husband,
brother, and a beloved grandfather.
But, to us chess players at SPBCC,
he was like a permanent fixture and
one of the greats who walked into
the club with their talents. Many of us
who came to know Marty, have our
own fond memories of him besides
being a fierce and tenacious chess
player sitting across a chess board.
So, I like to share some of my fond
memories of Marty, and the way I
viewed him to be - which is not only
a competitor, but a dear friend!

and THE DEFINITION OF A
TRENCHTOWN ROCK COMBINATION
by Walter Ressmeyer

by Bob Holliman

Earlier in the week Roger texted me
asking, "should you have any time it
would be nice if you could write
something about Marty, maybe a
couple of chess games between you
two, or just thoughts, reflections, and
memories?" I quickly replied that of
course I would.

Many years ago, probably 40 or so, I
saw a pamphlet with this title. It was
a small booklet, perhaps no more
than 12-18 pages in 5x8 (or smaller)
format. The author was none other
than Mikhail Botvinnik, who was a
former World Champion, computer
chess programmer, night club singer
(a joke, based on a photo I once saw
of him holding a microphone away
from his mouth much like a lounge
singer would. Remember, Rod
Stewart has proven you don’t have
to be able to sing to sell records) and
author of numerous articles on chess
and other tidbits.

At the time of this writing, ironically,
the last person I actually sat with to
play was Marty. Marty Phillips and
Roger Pagel also share an
interesting distinction in that they are
the only two individuals I have
played in every decade since taking
up this game. We faced off during
the 1970's, 1980's, 1990's, 2000's
and 2010's. (That leaves Roger and I
approximately ten years to get a
speed game in for the 2020's!) I
have a recent photo of Marty and
myself fully engaged in battle (see
page 8). The position is interesting.
I'm a pawn up, however Marty's
pieces are well-placed and active,
but I, too, have resources … Without
looking at the clock in the
photograph I can tell it's his move
and I'm waiting. Yes, I notice we are
not school boys any longer, we are
leaving middle-age and heading
towards our senior years. Marty's
face is serious, possibly because the
placement of my queen and bishop
are thwarting any immediate direct
action.

Marty with wife Sheri

*************************************

I first got to know Marty during my
days at SMSU (now MSU) where

The Buddhist monks make beautiful
and elaborate sand mandalas not

(continued on page 11)

medicinealitywise

(continued on page 7)
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Now I could easily be wrong on the
title of the pamphlet. As I write these
(continued on page 3)

“Chess is a matter of delicate
judgment, knowing when to punch
and how to duck.”
Bobby Fischer
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GAME A
Jon McClenahan – Marty Phillips
SPBCC Qualifier Round 1
August 3, 2019

9. Nbd2
10. Rb1
11. Bd3

All guns are trained on e5.

12. Qe2 a6
13. O-O b5
14. c4
bc
15. Nxc4 (2) …

Sicilian Defense: Hyperaccelerated
Dragon

In honor of our dearly departed friend,
this writer submits this contest from
last year’s Championship Qualifier – a
fitting example of how Marty Phillips
could defend and then manhandle his
opponent – not that I was a great
challenge, but when I gave it
everything I had, Mr. Phillips had all
the answers.

1. e4
2. Nf3
3. d4
4. Qxd4

Nge7
O-O
Qc7

2
B

c5
g6
cd
…

This knight now becomes a candidate
Most chess manuals advise against for filling the d6 outpost.
15. …
Nb4?!
early development of the queen, but it
16. Ba3! …
seemed to make sense since Black had
already opened that long A1-H8 An annoying move that gives White an
to
organize
some
diagonal. Mr. Phillips, in our post- opportunity
mortem, affirmed that in this position, meaningful pressure. The threat now –
my fourth move was indeed a standard besides winning a knight (either at b4
or e7 – is setting up the bishop, instead
reply.
of the knight in the d6 slot! Black
.
4. …
Nf6
plays his only move.
5. e5
Nc6

6. Qd1

…

6, Qa4 is better.

6. …
Ng8
7. b3
Bg7
8. Bb2?! (1) …

16. …
17. Rfc1
18. Nd6
19. Qxd3
20. Nc4
21. Bd6

a5
Nec6
Nxd3
Ba6
Rfd8
…

Innocuous waiting moves, with little
bearing on the game. White still
enjoys a slightly better position,
according to Fritz. But Mr. Phillips
now hatches a plan.

26. …
Qb5
27. Kh2 Qb6
28. Qd4? (3) …
3
B

Even though White has no material
advantage, he’s feeling confident and
decides to trade off queens, since his
own queen has been a supporting
actress since move 6.
The goal
shouldn’t have been to trade her but to
better employ her. Black now finds a
tactical way to trade in the most
advantageous way possible, destroying
White’s d6 outpost!

28. …
29. exd6
30. Nxd4
31. Nb5
32. Rc8
33. R8c5

Qxd6!
Bxd4
Ra6
Kg7
Ra8
a4?!

Black would normally be better off
“This is a novelty,” according to Mr.
repeating the position (33. … Ra6) and
Phillips. Nonetheless, Black has Bishop relieves the knight at the taking a draw, but Marty probably
outpost.
White now has a solid sensed I was in over my skis. The text
already achieved a better position.
1
advantage.
move, however, gives White the
B
21. …
Qb7
chance to dislodge Black’s d5-knight.

22. Qe3 Bxc4
23. Rxc4? …

34. Nc7! Nxc7
35. Rxc7? …

Better is 23. bxc4, damaging the pawn Terrible. Why not create a passed
structure, yes, but gaining an important pawn on the open c-file?! Now Black
tempo on the Black queen.
has the initiative.

23. …
24. Qd2

Nb4!
Nd5

35. …
36. ab

ab
Rab8

Black succeeds in seizing the initiative
(continued on page 12)
and establishing his own outpost that
“Should’ve played f6 here,” said
is arguably better than White’s.
Marty. The weakness at d6 will make
“Attack! Always attack!”
25. Rbc1 h6
Black’s life uncomfortable for many
Adolf Anderssen
26. h3
…
moves to come.

8. …

e6?!
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GAME B
Roger Pagel – Riley Shoaf
Springfield Open Chess Tournament
October 27, 2018
Vienna Game, Hamppe-Muzio Gambit

This writer remembers reading about
Légal’s Trap – years and years ago –
but never committed it to memory, as
it seemed this situation would never
arise in any REAL game!

is in danger here. But White knows of MASTER MUSINGS
a trap!

7. Nxe5!

(continued from p. 1)

Bxd1??

Winning the queen, losing the game.
This is known as Légal’s Trap, and it
can arise from several king pawn
openings. Believe it or not, the only
sound response to White’s move is 7.
… dxe5, and then 8. Bxf7+ Kxf7 9.
Qxg4 Qd4+ 10. Kh1 Nf6 and the game
is about equal.

8. Bxf7+

Ke7

But in the 2018 Springfield Open
Forced.
Tournament, played at the MSU
9. Nd5# (2) …
Plaster Student Union Center, Roger
3
Pagel played this instructive miniature
B
against Riley Shoaf in the first round.

1. e4
2. Nc3
3. f4

e5
Nc6
ef (1)

1
W

1-0
Mr. Pagel dusted off this old trap and
used it to advance to Round 2 with a
nice quick win under his belt!.
The Vienna Game is sort of a lefthanded King’s Gambit. When White
follows with 4. Nf3 it’s known as the
Hamppe-Muzio Gambit, whereas
following up with 4. d4 is the very
sharp Steinitz Gambit, and after 4. …
Qh4+ 5. Ke2 and White holds his own.

4. Nf3
5. Bc4
6. O-O

d6
Bg4
Ne5 (2)

And if, like this writer, you still think
it won’t occur in a “real” game, young
Vince McClenahan was able to spring
the same trap in a King’s Gambit
against an online opponent: 1. e4 e5 2.
f4 d6 (declining the gambit, thus
shortening the game) 3. Nf3 Bg4 4.
Bc4 Nc6 5. Nc3 Nd4 (Diagram 4) 6.
Nxe5 Bxd1?? 7. Bxf7+ Ke7 8. Nd5#.
4
B

lines another title also comes to
mind: ”Botvinnik on the Endgame
and Other Writings” – or something
like that. You don’t actually expect
me to remember something I saw at
the age of 14 or 15. Last time I
looked I have not been nominated
for a seat on the Supreme Court …
although “Chief Justice Holliman”
does have a solid ring to it.
Well here I am about 40 years later
and a publisher in the Czech
Republic, Moravian House, has put
out a three-volume set entitled,
“Botvinnik’s Complete Games and
Selected Writings.” Considering that
I have a massive (to me) collection
of not-new but never-used chess
books, the only thing to do is to add
these three to the shrinking amount
of available shelf space. What
excitement I had when the very first
article under “Creative Problems”
was Botvinnik’s essay: “Definition of
a Combination.” Of course, the
whole thing is no more than 1.5
pages in 8.5x11 format, but what the
heck, I was finally going to learn the
answer to this burning question!
If you have not gone to sleep by
now, then it is time to take a look
behind this mysterious question and
see exactly what “The Patriarch” has
to say! Oh, for those who do not
know another of Botvinnik’s titles,
unofficial of course, is that of “The
Patriarch of Soviet Chess.”
Botvinnik
begins
by
quoting
Romanovsky from his book, “The
Middlegame in Chess”, as follows: “A
combination is a variation (or group
of variations), during which both
sides make forced moves, and which
ends to the objective advantage of
the active side.” Let us have an
example:

2
W

So maybe this old trap is indeed worth
memorizing? The situation comes up
more than you might think!
An aggressive continuation, attacking
the bishop on c4 and making things “No one ever won a game by
“uncomfortable” on White’s kingside. resigning.”
Savielly Tartakower
Except that in reality, it is Black who
3

(continued with diagram on p. 8)

GAME C

Springfield Park Board Chess Club
game, Mr. Phillips’ sparring opponent
Board of Governors
“pointed out that my preferences for
Adam Reuter – Marty Phillips
Marty Phillips
fianchettoed bishops is not suitable for Disciple Whom Jesus Loved
SPBCC Round-Robin Championship
Enduring Honcho
Walter Ressmeyer
these types of open games. It would be Permanent Vice-Honcho
Afzal Chowdhury
unknown date – 1995
Director
Brian Rude
like giving back the two tempi that I Traffic
Assistant TD
Adam Whitaker
Sicilian Defense: Alapin Formation
Assistant
Assistant
TD
Ethan
Stech
had already earned (to play … g6 and Navy
John Last
of Treasury, Etc
Roger Pagel
Another game honoring our departed … Bg7.” So instead now, “Black is Secretary
Convoy of Hope
Kary Kingsland
threatening
to
win
White’s
d-pawn.”
Phone & Steam Engines
Mike Little
comrade, Marty Phillips, for which he
Dream Weaver
Brian Rude
provides most of this commentary. MP
Outgoing But Not Congenial
Jon McClenahan
11. Nc3 Nxd4
Technically, it’s older than our ‘Blast
position is almost hopeless, but he has
From the Past’ game … but who
12. Bxd4 exd4
found yet another move to prolong the
cares?
13. Bb5+!? Nd7
inevitable.” Marty brings in more
1. e4
c5
14. Bxd7+ Qxd7
artillery as needed.

2. d4
3. c3
4. e5

cd
Nf6
…

Transitioning from the Smith-Morra
Gambit into the Alapin.

4. …
5. Bc4
6. Bd3?!

15. Qe2+ Be7
16. Rd1!? (2) …

2
B

20. …
21. Qd3
22. Qxd4
23. Qd3
24. g3

Nd5
Nb6
…

“I believe this move is too passive.
ECO gives 6. Bb3 … As played, Black
is able to develop his pieces
unhindered and achieve an easy
equality in the opening,. said Mr. “Once again, White attempts to
complicate the position and gain
Phillips.
counterplay. Fortunately, Black has a
6. …
Nc6
clear and concise plan that leaves the
7. Nf3
d6 (1)
White king stuck in the centre
1
permanently.” MP
W

16. …
17. Qxf3
18. Ne2
19. Kf1

Bxf3!
Qe6+
Bb4+!
…

Rad8!

Now, of course, if 21. Rxb4 Rd1#.

Rxd4
Re8
Qxa2
…

Much needed! “The b2-pawn can’t be
saved and therefore White uses the
tempo to relieve back-rank-mate
possibilities.” MP.

24. …
25. Nf4
26. Kg2
27. Qd8+

Qxb2
Re1+
Rxh1
…

“As they say: ‘Always check, it may be
mate!” MP

27. …

Bf8 (4)

4
W

“With this forcing maneuver, Black
effectively goes up a piece due to the
KR being stuck in the corner. Feeling
confident that I was gaining the clear
“This is an important point. White has advantage, I now take time to tuck my
overextended his centre and Black king away …” MP
19. …
O-O
goes to work on it as quickly as
Black now needs to grab the h1-rook
possible.” MP
20. Rxd4 (3) …
while he has a chance. But …

8. cd

Bg4!?

Mr. Phillips here notes that “MCO
(Modern Chess Openings) gives the
following definition for the symbol,
‘!?’: ‘A speculative attempt to
complicate.’”
Black’s last moves
qualifies for that.

9. ed?!
10. Be3

3
B

28. Nd3?? Rd1?
After 28. … Qb1 White can call it a
day, a full rook plus pawns behind.

29. Qxf8+ Kxf8
30. Nxb2 Rb1

Qxd6
e5!?

And another “speculative attempt to
complicate.” In his preparations for the Remarked Mr. Phillips, “White’s
4

Mr. Reuter resigned. There’s nothing
left for him. Another well-calculated
victory for our good friend Mr.
Phillips.

0-1

Blast From the Past!

2
B

22. …

Qxc4?!

Best for the misplaced bishop may
have been the uninspiring 22. … Bf6,
but White’s threats are still strong and
his pieces harmonious.

William Starnes – Joe Brozovich
Springfield Ladder Tournament
October 15, 2004

23. Qg4+ Kb8
24. Rxe7 Qxd5+?! (4)

English Opening: Bremen-Carls Variation

A fierce battle between two old friends
of the club, featuring opposite-side
castling. A highly instructive example
of prioritizing the strength of threats.

4
W

16. cxd5 doesn’t change things much
after 16. … hg 17. fg Bf6. Either way,
the position is even according to the
engine. White’s kingside indeed looks
A slightly more popular line is instead vulnerable, so how does Black take
advantage?
3. … c6, the Bremen System.

1. c4
2. Nc3
3. g3

e5
Nf6
c5

4. Bg2
5. e4
6. Nge2
7. d3
8. O-O

d6
Be7
Be6
Nc6
Qd7 (1)

1
W

16. …
17. fg

hg
O-O-O

21. ab

ab (3)

Having collected so many queenside
Battle lines are drawn … and White is pawns, Black has evened up the
ready.
material situation. But White has such
18. b4!
b6
serious and multi-faceted pressure!
19. a4
Qf5
Perhaps a better way of diffusing the
Attacking White’s vulnerable d-pawn. situation would’ve been 24. … Qa2
but after the obligatory 25. Rd1 how
White ignores it.
does Black follow up?
20. a5
Qxd3

Black now can castle either way. Both
players have developed well; the
“donut hole” of d4-d5 awaits knights
to take up outposts when the timing is
right.

9. Rb1 Bh3
10. Nd5 Bxg2
11. Kxg2 h5
Immediately upon drawing the White
king forward, Black begins to storm
his enemy’s castle wall.
Fritz
recommends reacting immediately to
block: 12. h4. Instead White plays a
more pro-active response.
.
12. Bd2 h4

13. Rh1 Nd4
14. Nxd4 exd4
15. h3
Nxd5
16. exd5 (2) …

25. Qf3!

…

Forcing the queen trade (or Qb7#
follows). With an open a-file and a
rook remaining on the 7th rank, Black’s
queenside defenses are breaking down.

3
W

25. …
26. Kxf3
27. bc
28. Rxb6
29. Bf4!

Qxf3
Kc8
dc
Rd5
…

And now even more pressure on the
Although Black is up a pawn, Fritz beleaguered Black king!
Black’s
likes White’s position better (+0.78).
response is forced.

22. Re1

…

Creating a complicated threat. If
Black now takes the time to defend his
bishop, there may follow 22. … Rde8
23. bc and now if 23. … dc 24. Rxb6
and White has achieved a deadly
penetration of Black’s position. If on
the other hand Black takes with the bpawn, 23. … bc 24. Qa4 (tossing the
bishop) Qxd2+ Kg1 and now the
trapping of Black’s king can only be
delayed, not prevented. So Black
grabs another pawn instead.

(diagram top of next column)
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(continued on page 12)

“If Black is going for victory, he
is practically forced to allow his
opponent some kind of wellknown positional advantage.”
Mikhail Tal

GAME D

The SW MO Outpost
2215 S. Fremont Avenue
Springfield, Missouri
(417) 827-1102
brevcamp@yahoo.com

Matt Pratt – Brian Rude
Four States Winter Open, Joplin MO
March 9, 2019
Indian Defense
nd

From the 2 Round of last year’s
Joplin tournament, featuring two of
our stronger local boys.

1. d4
2. Bf4
3. e3
4. Nc3
5. Nb5
6. Nf3
7. c3
8. Bd3?!

Nf6
c5
Qb6
e6
Na6
Be7
d5
c4

Afzal Chowdhury
Bob Holliman
Roger Pagel
Marty Phillips
Matthew Pratt
Hardcopy printing courtesy of
Brian Rude
Contributors

Website

www.springfieldparkboardchessclub.com

10. a4
11. axb5

17. Rfb1
18. b3
19. bc
20. Ne5
21. Qd3
22. Bd1
23. h4
24. f3
25. Rb3
26. Nxd7
27. h5
28. f4 (2)

Bd7 (1)

12. Bxc7!? Qxc7
13. b6
Qxb6
14. Ba4+ Kf8
A small moral victory for White.

15. Qc2
16. O-O

Qc7
Rb8
Qxc4
Qc7
b5
Rb6
Kg7
Rc8
Nd7
Qxd7
Qc7
…

a6
g6

36. Qxc6 Rxc6
37. Ba4 Rc8
38. Rc1 Ba3!
39. Rc2 (3) …
3
B

And now White’s rook is relegated to
babysitting duties. To top it off, Black
has another candidate for promotion.

39. …

Bb2

41. Bb5
42. Ba6
43. Kd1

Rb4
a4
a3 (4)

So far Black has remained in control,
40. Ke2 …
but White has presented a serious
His Majesty is too far away.
challenge to the kingside. How will
40. …
Rc4
Black respond?
2
B

4
W

Bxb5
Nc7

Black has time to reposition his knight
more advantageously before winning
the pawn, which cannot be defended.
White, however, looks for ways to
salvage the position if possible.

With a two-pawn advantage, Black is
right to look for a queen trade, and
White should probably avoid it if
possible: 36. Qe2 Bd6 37. Ra1 Qb6
but Black is still solid on kingside
defenses and his passed c-pawn will
mean trouble regardless. So Mr. Pratt
decides to go ahead with the trade.

Of course Black wants to tuck his
uncastled king away.

1
W

Of course Black could not yet played
9. …Qxb5?? because of White’s
response 10. Ba4. White maintains
serious pressure; Fritz gives Black the
advantage in this position, as Mr. Rude
will attempt to prove that White’s b5knight, safe for the time being, may be
overextended.

33. Rcxc3 bxc3
34. Bc2
Bb4
35. Rb1 Qc6

Don’t forget to LIKE us on Facebook!

This will lead to Black’s gaining of a
pawn.

9. Bc2

Jon McClenahan

Editor in Chief

Black now has TWO passed pawns on
the queenside.

28. …

Rc6!

As they say, ‘The best defense is a
good offense!’ Black cranks up the
pressure on the c-file!
Mr. Pratt resigned. No way to stop the
29. Rc1 b4
advancing a-pawn. A strong showing
by Mr. Rude, who took first place in
30. hg
hg
that particular tournament!
31. Kf2
a5

32. Qb5

Rxc3
6

0-1

RESSMEYER TRIBUTE
(continued from p. 1)

meant to last and the Navajo
medicine men create sand paintings
which
are
then
ritualistically
destroyed at midnight. Chess players
engage in similar behavior by
composing intricate compositions on
the board like works of art only to
shuffle the pieces back to their
original squares afterwards. This
gives credence to the idea that it is
not the end result of a thing, but the
value of the process that may matter
more.
*************************************
On rare occasions I experience
moments of perfect clarity, achieving
an almost transcendental state of
mind. It's hard to put into words.
Envision being transported outside of
your immediate reality and into a
place I can only describe as the
"perfection of the moment". When it
happens to me it just simply
happens, involving neither selfinitiation nor effort on my part. I do
not pretend to fully understand this
state and my guess is that I'm not
alone in experiencing it.
Perhaps it would be easier to explain
if I provided a few examples.
Years ago after losing a number of
lifelong friends immediately followed
by two family members I found
myself racked with grief. I began
riding my bicycle, obsessively
tallying hundreds of miles. I would
start off pre-dawn, mid-day, late
night—riding any and all hours.
Riding to remember, riding to
forget—I would ride, ride, ride, ride,
ride. One spring day, alone with my
thoughts, my focus shifted to the
sizzling sound of the road bike's
wheel bearings—a sound very
familiar and distinct to my ears.
Listening intensely to my ten-speedturned-Tibetan-prayer-wheel,
my
mind drifted, recalling earlier rides of
my youth. Back then I would pretend
the bike was possibly this ol'
cowboy's horse, or the bank robber's
get away car, or maybe even a WW2
attack plane. That turned to peddling

along carefree to and fro as a teen,
then to grinding out brutal daylong
hilly 100-milers in my early 20's. But
all the while, that sound was the
constant—that ticking, clicking sizzle
of the bearings. I would often find
myself many miles down the trail yet
unaware of all that had transpired in
order to get there. I began to realize
that I had totally disengaged
mentally and had been flying on
autopilot. It was a state some may
call “zen” or being “at one with the
Universe”. (Interesting how, in order
to be at one with the Universe, we
must lose ourselves to it…) However
one chooses to label it, to me it was
a time when everything had sync’d,
there was a sense that “all was right
with the world” and it included an
overwhelming
feeling
of
contentment. It was, to me, a
“perfect moment”.
Stage lighting. like driving in the fog,
is blinding. You can't see but a few
feet ahead. I play electric Bass and,
back in the day, my band and I
traveled to numerous cities from St.
Louis to Detroit and beyond. We may
play clubs like the Blue Note in
Columbia Missouri one night then
First Avenue & 7th Street Entry in
Minneapolis followed by Green
Street Station in Boston and on to
Tramps in New York after that. We
could rack up thousands of miles of
travel and yet I found myself living in
that same bubble created by the
stage lights. When contemplating
this, it hits me that I always stand
stage right next to the floor toms and
that, like a mobile office, there's an
exact sameness to this no matter
what city, town, or place we are
playing. The clubs all have a
sameness
too—different
actors
performing the same pantomime
over and over. The club manager
who always explains the rules like a
boxing referee. Instead of "I want a
good clean fight, protect yourselves
at all times, no hitting below the belt
....yada yada yada" he substitutes "I
want you guys on at 10:30 playing to
1:30 with one 5 minute break and I
need you to be off at exactly 1:30
with everybody outa here by 2:00
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else we lose our liquor license." The
sound-man is always the guy with
the messy hair in need of a shave
who woke up mid-afternoon adorned
as expected in black ripped jeans,
combat boots, and some indie alt
band t-shirt. He's the one that will
ask, "How many guys do you have in
your outfit?" followed by "Okay, I'm
going to direct box you out ...we can
mic everything else, we'll do a sound
check and we're good". It is always
the same, as is my own routine.
Tuning the high strings first, I
carefully touch the metal strings to a
mic. Should an electric arc or spark
occur, I reverse polarity.
In this work, you plan playlists
hoping to give the audience a
musical roller coaster ride, careful to
include varying tempos, moods and
textures, ultimately achieving a
bombastic crescendo. While in Tulsa
during one of our final sets, I readied
myself as usual to engage the after
burners, knowing it was time to kick
the tempo up to what seems like 500
beats per minute once again. Playing
my part automatically, relying on
muscle memory alone, I glance over
to view my fellow band-mates
likewise engaged in their craft. It was
then that it happened again,
somehow stepping outside myself,
my mind drifting and I'm in “the
perfect moment".
Travel back now to the early half of
the 1990's where a delegate of
Springfield players have ventured to
Kansas City for a weekend
tournament. Having completed the
first day's rounds we head off to the
Jerusalem Cafe for a night of speed
chess. I find myself defending the
black side of a razor sharp Sicilian
defense, the clock ticking. Before the
digital age, chess had it’s own
sound—an orchestra of clocks
performing a mechanical symphony
drowned out only by concentration.
Waiting for my turn to move I look
around the cafe to size up the
competition, noticing it's made up of
mostly Kansas City, St. Louis and
Springfield's Expert and A Class
(continued on page 8)

“If one thinks of strategy as a block
of marble, then tactics are the chisel
with which the master creates a work
of chess art.”
Tigran Petrosian

Oh, and back to the photograph of
my game with Marty … here it is.

RESSMEYER TRIBUTE

What is interesting here is that
Botvinnik says that while this
example does contain the definition
of a combination, it also includes
something else. So, let us look at
example #2 and see if we can yet
find the mysterious “combination” (or
at least the Loch Ness Monster).

(continued from p. 7)

players. Included are emigrants from
places like China, Korea, Iraq, and
Egypt. This pleases me. I hear the
clocks ticking, ticking, ticking and it's
still not my move. Then, out of
nowhere comes the blast of a vibrant
syncopated drum intro followed by
Bob Marly loudly bellowing out "One
good thing about music, when it hits
you you feel no pain…So hit me with
music, hit me with music, hit me with
music now". Around the room a
collective
smile
appears
on
everyone's face simultaneously.
They need not even say it— "Damn!
Marley has a hell of a band!" It is
then that I notice Marty swaying in
time with the music, he is clearly
happy. Everyone is happy. I feel my
own
rush
of
overwhelming
contentment and experience another
“perfect moment.”
What is a perfect moment? Well,
that's hard to say. Time being a
funny thing, you can't really
experience the past, nor can you the
future. We are trapped in the ‘now.’
Yet the now is also fleeting. Like
water, you cannot grab onto it.
However, from time to time I feel we
are
granted
a
special
awareness....this moment, this one
moment that was made especially
for you. It contains a clarity, allowing
you to realize and appreciate the
bliss of existence. I was lucky
enough to share one of them with
Marty and so that is how I plan to
remember him. Just like that, in that
very specific and perfect moment in
time.

It's Marty's move, I'm up a pawn but
my queenside pawns could become
weak. If not careful, I could lose this
game. I best not underestimate that
guy!
Walter Ressmeyer, April 28, 2020
“President for Life”

MASTER MUSINGS
(continued from p. 3)

Above we have a composition by
Grigoriev. The White king goes on a
journey via c8-d7-e6-f5-e4-d3-c2 and
secures a draw. “Eureka!” We now
have seen a combination! But no,
according to Botvinnik, what we have
seen is a “maneuver.”
OK this is getting silly, but I have yet
one more position to show you which
may help us understand the meaning of a combination. This is a
composition by the Czech grandmaster Richard Reti.

If you do not recognize this, it is a
basic position from a beginner’s text
showing how to win a 3-vs-3 pawn
fight when the kings are not involved.
From the position White plays 1. b6
should Black respond with cxb6 then
White follows with 2. a6. After the
capture of the a-pawn White
advances the c-pawn to the 8th rank,
the White queen reappears, and the
Black king is mated in short order. If
Black responds to 1. b6 with axb6,
then White simply transposes (much
like playing the piano) with 2. c6 and
the a-pawn will be reborn as the
rampaging queen.
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Black has just played 1…h5 and
White will respond with 2. Kg7 and
draw. What sorcery is this, you ask?
Speaking as the resident sorcerer
(continued on page 10)

This set appeared to be made in
1880.

JOPLIN CORNER:
A CHESS MYSTERY

So now it was Feb 14th. One day
before bidding was to end on eBay. I
know thought I knew what this set
was but only the 4 pictures were
posted on the auction. Was there
damage to the other pieces? Then I
also realized that someone could
out bid me at the last second.

by Matthew Pratt

Dear Reader. Welcome to the ‘Joplin
Chess Corner.’ This column is for
chess players. I’d like to point out
that we can include the people at the
Springfield club. Today’s topic is an
amazing chess mystery, more
mysterious than Roger Pagel’s
opening choices … and that is pretty
mysterious!
So Dear Reader our story begins in
a chess-playing city in Missouri (no
it’s not Springfield) on February 8th,
2020 when I saw this set for bid on
eBay:
Jaques London Boxwood &
Ebony Weighted Staunton Chess
Set - 3.5" King

And now this story begins.
Marty Phillips had a wood set and I
always liked it. I wouldn’t say I was
jealous of Marty. I wouldn’t say that.
I’ll just say that I always wanted a
nice wood set like Marty has. So I
bid on the set above. The eBay bid
was set to end in a week. Two days
later I was still the high bidder. It was
$50 and such a pretty set. Then I
realized something. The set might be
too old. But how old was it, Antique?
It didn’t say in the eBay auction. I
asked the person who posted it on
eBay and got this response.
“I bought the set from an estate
auction from an elderly lady in
Norwalk, CT, who was moving and
selling items from her and her
deceased husband’s family. Her
husband had owned it but did not
play chess, he had got it from the
estate of his father in England in the
1950s. She also had several large
antique brass scales, original art and
toy trains, but no additional chess
items.”
OK to be totally truthful I freaked out
for a week. I was a basket case
researching everything I could on
Jaques of London sets. Was this a
very old Jaques of London Staunton
set? Could this be a hidden
treasure? What is it doing online at
this price? Was it a fake? And I
came to this conclusion. There was
no label on the set. The set had two
stamped kings (Jaques started this
in 1880 forward). The box in the
picture appeared to only have one
compartment (This ended in 1890). I
also bought a book on the subject
written by Alan Fersht and it
confirmed what I was thinking:
9

So began the second part of this
story, Dear Reader (and also
Springfield people that play chess,
cough-cough, hack). Now I had to
figure out how to win a bid on eBay
for something I really wanted.
Someone out bid me. So after much
research I learned how to put a max
bid in with only 10 second left. The
short version is I won the bid but
there were 8 bids in the minute. It
was ferocious bidding Frenzy! Other
people had figured out what it was.
But I managed to win the set.
Then the waiting began to get the set
home. Finally it arrived. I was so
excited to open it! Absolutely
beautiful, gorgeous 1880 Jaques of
London weighted chess set. It is
heavier than almost any other set
I’ve played with. I guess it feels like
quadruple weighted. It’s also a very
robust set that seems much tougher
than I thought they’d be. Every one
asked me how much are they worth?
My answer is they are not for sale
and never will be. They have finally
found a home in Joplin and will not
be stuck in a box anymore. They can
be found playing at the Joplin club
(where real chess is played cough
hack) or any tournament I am at.
Later on I got confirmation that the
set is from 1880! Luckily a post I
made on Facebook got the attention
of a couple of experts on the subject
and they both confirmed what I had
thought. Including Alan Fersht the
guy who wrote the definitive text on
Jaques sets!
(continued on page 10)
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“Some sacrifices are sound. The
rest are mine.”
Mikhail Tal

JOPLIN CORNER
(continued from p. 9)

So Dear Reader we come to the end
of another Joplin Corner. I will leave
you here …
… but before I leave here are some
wonderful pictures. I hope you enjoy
them as much as I do. I am still a
basket case and cannot believe how
lucky I got. This is basically the very
first year that Jaques made the
beautiful Staunton sets that persist to
this day. There are some earlier sets
but those earlier sets are often
strange, and are not weighted.
Marty, what do you think? Did I do
good?

And finally a picture of the beasties
at work at the local club in Joplin!
Awesome board, as well suit them!

MP

MASTER MUSINGS
(continued from p. 8)

I must advise you that this is simple
child’s play. For those who wish to
see some real sorcery, recall my
June or July lecture in Springfield
and the ultimate queen sacrifice
game.
The above may continue 2…h4 3.
Kf6 h3 4. Ke7 h2 5. c7 Kb7
(5…h1=Q 6. c8=Q+) 6. Kd7 h1=Q
7.c8=Q+. Having thus seen this
example, Botvinnik again scolds us
that what we have witnessed is a
“spectacular maneuver.” OK so in
Botvinnik-speak
there
are
“maneuvers”
and
“spectacular
maneuvers” and I guess there are
other adjectives that go in front of
“maneuvers” … but what in the
bloody blue blazes is a combination?
At this point Dr. Botvinnik advises us
that, “A combination is a forcing

variation with a sacrifice.” It seems to
me that this is an accurate and
simply definition of a combination. A
combination should not be confused
with a forcing maneuver. There are
two types of maneuvers: positional,
when the opponent’s moves are not
forced and forcing (cf. for example
the study by Reti). What then is the
distinction between a combination
and a forcing maneuver? A forcing
maneuver is a forcing variation
without a sacrifice.
Now one may justly ask the question
“Why all the fuss over the meaning?”
Well there is a back-story that you
should find amusing. In the abovementioned book Botvinnik gives us
some insight and I quote: “My rapid
ascent up the ladder of chess
successes provoked dissatisfaction
among certain representatives of
both the older, and my own
generation of players. When in the
5th USSR Championship I gained the
master title, Pyotr Romanovsky
made reticent comments about my
play.” This discussion flared up wit
new strength in 1933 in connection
with the Flohr-Botvinnik match. It
was not only a matter of competitive
‘jealousy’: the masters sensed that
here a different, new approach to
chess was beginning to emerge, one
which
subsequently
became
established as the investigative
direction.”
In short, Romanovsky had defined a
combination, Botvinnik was a typical
snowflake (before being a snowflake
was popular and social media was
available for public pouting); thus he
had to take Romanovsky to task the
best he could, since he could not
whine about him being bullied by the
author of a book who made critical
comments about his play. And you
thought adults (at least adults in the
1930s and 1940s) behaved civilly!
Have a question about chess – or a
topic you would like to see
addressed? Let our fearless editor
know and he will pass it on to me
and I’ll do something with it!
© Bob Holliman 2020, Printed with permission
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CHOWDHURY TRIBUTE
(continued from p. 1)

I joined the chess club alongside
Mark Trevor Smith and Walt
Ressmeyer. Not being in the USA
for that long, at the time I was not
sure that it was a productive way to
spend my time playing chess as I
was still learning the culture and
facing other challenges.
But,
spending some time with both Marty
and Walt quickly changed my mind,
and through their persuasion I
entered into my first chess
tournament in the USA – SMSU
Intramural Chess Tournament. At
some point during my freshman
year, I was invited to visit SPBCC by
them. I still remember Marty’s strong
persuasion as – “Afzal, you can’t be
cooped up studying all the time, so
why not come & play chess with us
at the club, and seems you got the
talent for it”! It was not that long
since I showed up at SPBCC, met
some of the players and the rest was
history! That was the beginning of a
30 plus year affiliation with SPBCC
for me and the privilege of knowing
Marty.
As I saw in the late 1980’s and the
mid 1990’s, Marty was a key figure in
running the chess club alongside
Walt
Ressmeyer,
Clarence
Townsend and Mark Trevor Smith.
But he still stood out in the volume of
workload he was doing for the club.
At one point, he was serving as the
club TD, Ladder Director, Club
Secretary, as well as the brainchild
behind the club newsletter – “The
Informant”. He was doing all these
in addition to holding down a job as
well as going to school. Off course
there were challenges, but he was
always upbeat to get the things done
to make the club more successful
and inviting for everyone. In those
days we would easily have between
35-45 players every Friday night.
Along the way I had the privilege of
knowing players like: Roger Pagel,
Dan Mounts, Tim Boyd, Jim
Baumlin, Mike Little, John Last,
Steve Vinson, William Starnes,

John Jackson, Fred Cook and
Adrian Ford just to name a few. We
all were touched by his infectious
personality.
Especially, for the
players like Roger, Mike, Walt, John
Last and myself – Marty has been
instrumental ensuring that we would
keep coming back to support the
club even when he was not available
or could not.
Now let’s talk about the game itself.
Marty was a fierce competitor when
it came to either playing a stranger
or one of the club regulars/good
friend. Even during a blitz game he
was
tenacious
and
his
competitiveness only encouraged
younger or new players. That was
impressive. I recall many games
that I played against Marty (and we
played a quite a few), where I ended
up winning and he would still point
out to me: “You could have won 15
or so many moves earlier” – wanting
to dissect the game and see where it
might have gone wrong for him. At
the same time, the games that he
won, he was always the first one to
ask –“would you like to go over the
game, or I think you had me on such
and such move”. With him, it was
always spending time in the post
mortem of a game that we just
concluded. Sure we all do that, but
Marty had a different approach, not
to boast but to point out so many
other possibilities that could have
existed in a particular game. And he
was doing this long before we ever
heard about the chess engines
looking for different winning lines.
He was serious and also funny at the
same time while we would play blitz.
There were times when he would
fondly mimic my accent during a
game like “Now I PEEN you!” or “I
see a BEEG Hole!”. That would
create such a big laughter among us
and show the camaraderie that still is
present today at the club while
playing blitz or king of the hill at the
end of the night. I strongly suggest
the readers to refresh on the article
“Chess Humor…from the Good Old
Days” by Marty that was published

on the SPBCC newsletter, “The
Outpost” volume 3, issue 4, 2018.
Still to this day, I laugh so hard with
tears running down my cheek
reading this article and the humor
that only Marty could express.
Another fond memory I have of
Marty is that of traveling to a chess
tournament to Lenexa, KS. I rode
with him and as we entered the city
of Humansville, MO, he pointed at
the sign to me and the population of
the town by saying, “Look Afzal, the
humans live here!” We had fun
throughout our travel as I got to
know Marty beyond just a chess
player. Later that evening we visited
the KC Chess Club prior to the
tournament next morning.
For some of us, there was never
enough chess, and in my view Marty
was one of those. Seeing the club in
mid-2000, I got to reacquaint with
several of the players from the old
group, primarily - Roger, Marty,
Mike, John and Walt. Roger in
particular was holding down the fort
almost in line with the tradition as
Marty did some 30 years ago. Of
course a lot of us went in different
direction following our career paths,
but the goal was to give it one more
shot to revive SPBCC. Working
together with Roger and Mike Little,
we were able to get Marty and some
other members to come back to the
club. Even if Marty did not play rated
games every time he came to the
club, he would come just to meet &
greet the newcomers, or to play with
them, or teach the fundamentals to
the beginners. There were times he
helped the club financially through
generous donations to cover for
various operating costs among
others.
Marty’s support for SPBCC was
unwavering, and his passion for the
game and to promote chess in SW
MO was exemplary. It is visible
through the volume of work he did
throughout the time he spent with us
and through his contribution to
SPBCC. At present it shows how
the club has progressed over the
(continued on page 12)
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CHOWDHURY TRIBUTE
(continued from p. 11)

years with a new group of players to
keep the tradition going. With Roger
Pagel and other supporting casts like
Mike Little, Brian Rude, Adam
Whittaker, Jon McClenahan and
Jared Bray just to name a few are
testament to the strong foundation
that was laid by Marty over the last
three decades. I wanted to share
this with our readers to honor Marty
and pay tribute to his lasting
memory. Hopefully, this will give
some idea to those who did not know
Marty, or did not know him well, that
we lost a giant in our chess
community. His presence will be
deeply missed at SPBCC … and I
will certainly miss him as a dear
friend. May he rest in peace.

GAME A

Mission accomplished.

At this point there were only about 12
seconds left on my clock, and I
45. Kg2 e4
couldn’t record the remaining moves.
46. Kf2
Ke6
Mr. Phillips was under similar
47. Ke3 Kxd6
pressure, but he was firing off the
48. Kd4 Kc6
moves with the confidence that comes
49. Rb3 …
with a wealth of endgame experience.
Better was 49. Ra3 giving White the If memory serves, Mr. Phillips played
chance to infiltrate behind Black’s 64. … Rc6 and then 65. Rd8 Rc3+ 66.
lines: if 49. … d6 50. Ra7 and White is Kf2 Rc2+. Now White’s king must
still in the chase.
retreat to the back rank or else 67. …
Rg2 with no way to defend. White
49. …
d5! (5)
5
resigned.
W

0-1
Marty Phillips, my brother, you will be
sorely missed. I look forward to our
next game.

BLAST
(continued from page 5)

29. …
Kd8
30. Ra7 Rd7
31. Rb8+ Ke7
32. Rxh8?? (5) …

Now allowing the e5-push that
(continued from page 2) White’s previous move was meant to
prevent.

37. R1c3 Rb6 (4)

50. cd+
51. Ke3
52. Rc3+
53. Ra3
54. Ra7+
55. Ra3
56. h4
57. Ra6+

4
W

Rxd5+
Kc5
Kd6
Ke7
Kf6
h5
Ke6
Rd6

5
B

Both players are in time trouble.

58. Ra3 Kd5
59. Rc3 Rc6
60. Ra3 Kc5
61. Ke2 Rb6
62. Ra2 Kc4
63. Ke3 Kb3
64. Rd2 (6) …

Material is even, but Black’s pawn
structure is a thing of beauty. The task
remains for Mr. Phillips to pile up on
those weak isolated White pawns, and
grind out a win, which he does in
textbook fashion.

38. Rd3
39. f4
40. Rc5
41. Rc4?

f5
Kf6
Rb4
…

6
B

Now White allows the e5-push his
previous move was meant to prevent.
Better was 41. g3 and fingers crossed.

41. …
42. bxc4
43. Rc3
44. g3

Rxc4
Rc8
Rc5
e5!

After 32. Rxd7+ the game is all but
over: 32. … Kxd7 33. Rxh8. White is
up a rook and a bishop to two pawns,
and his king can mop up those pawns:
33. … c4 34. Ke4 d3 35. Kd4.
As played, it’s not a ‘slam dunk’ for
White. 32. … Rxa7 33. Rc8 Ra5 34.
Ke4 Kd7 35. Rc7+ Ke6 36. Rc6+ Kd7
37. Kd5!? (37. Rc7+ leads to a draw)
37. … c4+ (the only chance) but now
38. Rc5 Rxc5+ 39. Kxc5 and Black’s
hopes are dashed.
Whether Mr.
Brozovich saw all this or not, he
resigned.

0-1
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